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WATCHiT is a modular wearable computer sewn in a wristband. It empowers emergency
workers to capture quantitative and qualitative data without interupting field work, via a distraction-free user interface.
Why capturing data during crisis response work
Capturing information about the status of the environment and workers is critical in crisis response, for example in case of earthquake, wildfire, or flooding. Relevant information might include: location of agents, number of rescued people; and data from the environment (e.g. temperature, noise).
Capturing information from the crisis scene is useful to:
(i) provide support for decision-making processes along the command chain
(ii) enhance cooperation in the field
(iii) inform post-crisis debriefings
(iv) prepare realistic training scenarios
Our user studies with emergency workers revealed
that most of the information generated during a
crisis is collected by workers who are in the rescue
field and shared via vocal radio communication. In
general, this is prone to error and demanding for
workers. Often collected information gets distorted
by factors like attention or impossibility to use computer interfaces while doing a rescue activity. Those
errors affect both the ability to react timely to
events and the completeness and correctness of
information.
The role of qualitative data

NFC Tokens empower users to tag data captured by sensors with text notes stored in
tokens. For example the capture of GPS coordinates can be contextualized with information
about the activity performed at location e.g. “Here I rescued an injured” or the status of the
work e.g. “Mission started”, “Mission completed”.
Scenario of use
Giacomo is an emergency worker assigned to a civil protection squad. Giacomo is given by
his supervisor with a WATCHiT wristband configured with modules for location, noise and
temperature sensing and a set of empty NFC tokens.
Before going on duty

Using his smartphone Giacomo embedds into NFC tokens text notes usefull to contextualize the raw data
stream acquired by WATCHiT sensors.
He labels tokens drawing icons on
them for quick identification on action.

Giacomo appends tokens
on his uniform and on a
stretcher, in areas easily
reachable during the work.
He also wears WATCHiT
on the wrist, underneath
the uniform.

Besides some data is quantitative in nature and can be automatically captured with sensors,
without user intervention; qualitative information is also valuable because:
(i) workers can provide critical experience-based information that cannot be measured
with sensors
(ii) workers can complement quantitative data by contextualizing raw data points from
sensors with personal notes
Data from different sources, sensors and humans, might help in building a more complete
perspective of a crisis event. Yet capturing qualitative data requires interaction with user interfaces, whose design space is narrowed by rescue protocols and the harsh environments
where crises usually unfold.
Design challenges
Mobility of work and sensing - To capture an accurate picture of a crisis event data collection
should be highly pervasive
Different crises, different relevant data - The type of sensors for data collection has to take in
account the characteristics of the unfolding emergency
Different uses for the data - The data to be collected is needed to support proccesses of assesment of workers safety, mapping the territory and logging operations

During the rescue work
Once Giacomo completed a rescue
operation he tags the location
where he found the injured by hovering WATCHiT on the token encoding the message “Injured rescued”. He has previously hovered
WATCHiT on the “Mission started”
token, to tag the location where he
started the search for missing
people. Haptic feedbacks provide Giacomo with eyes-free acknowledgements about the
system operations.

Intuitive, hands-free interaction - Workers need their full attention on rescue operations, interaction with computer interfaces should be hands-free and distraction-less

Immediately after WATCHiT is hovered on a token, the encoded text is used to tag sensor
data captured by the modules connected to the wristband. The dataset is then broadcasted over a wireless connection to desktop and mobile applications for data anaylisis and
logging.
WATCHiT Design
The process of adressing design challenges in WATCHiT has gone through three user-centered design iterations. User studies and prototypes evaluations were conducted during highly-realistic crisis response training events.

During the third design iteration we prototyped a wristband computer equipped with GPS and
noise sensors, wireless connectivity and a NFC reader. The design is modular allowing extra
sensor modules to be connected to an arduino board.
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